Plural Nouns worksheet

Plural Nouns

To make some nouns mean “more than one,” add an **s** to the end. A noun that names more than one is a **plural noun**.

Look at the picture then read the sentence and circle the correct answer.

1. How many beach umbrellas do you see?
   - one beach umbrella
   - two beach umbrellas
   - three beach umbrellas

2. How many balls do you see?
   - four balls
   - five balls
   - six balls

3. How many trees do you see?
   - two trees
   - three trees
   - four trees

4. Look for a seagull. How many seagulls do you see?
   - six seagulls
   - seven seagulls
   - eight seagulls

5. Color the raft yellow! How many rafts do you see?
   - one raft
   - two rafts
   - three rafts

6. Do you see the buckets?
   - two bucket
   - three buckets
   - four buckets

7. There is one sandcastle in this picture. Is **sandcastle** a plural noun?
   - yes
   - no
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